The Preparation Material for the exams is improved regularly. These improvements result in changes in the downloadable material on the EXIN website and Partnernet. Preparation Material for new products is uploaded on the website as soon as it is available. The renewed/new documents for July & August 2017 are:

**Agile Scrum Foundation Update:**

- The Chinese Preparation Guide is available on the website.

**Agile Scrum Master Update:**

- A new Preparation Guide English and BTM have been published. The main changes in the Preparation Guide: a literature matrix with higher granularity, a basic concepts list covering all the concepts of the exams. The BTM is now aligned with the exam specifications and has been considerably extended, covering all basic concepts. Practical Assignments and Sample Exam will follow. In July a Change Document describing all the changes in the products will be published.
- In the Latin American version of the Preparation Guide, the prerequisite of an accredited training was missing. This error has been corrected and the Preparation Guide is republished.
- Maintenance on the English materials of the EXIN Agile Scrum Master has been completed. Following some suggestions and complaints from our customers, we have updated the following:
  - Preparation Guide
  - Basic Training Material
  - Exam questions
  - Sample exam questions
  - Practical Assignments
A Change Document is available to explain the changes in more detail. In the following months, maintenance will be completed for the other languages, starting with German.

- An improved English Sample Exam is available on Partnernet.

**Agile Scrum Product Owner and Bridge Update:**

- The Latin American Preparation Guides of ASPO and ASPOB are available on the website.
- The Latin American Spanish Sample Exams are available on Partnernet.
- The Dutch exams are released. The Dutch modules are completely available.
- A few minor errors in the sample exams English, Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch, Latin American Spanish have been fixed. The new versions 201707 are available on Partnernet.
- A few minor issues have been fixed in the German Preparation Guide and the Sample Exam. They are republished in version 201708.

**AMBI e-CF(R) Update:**

- The Preparation Guides of the modules Business Processes, Applications and Infrastructures have been updated to a 201708 version. The program visual has been corrected in all three documents.

**AMBI e-CF(R): Applications Update:**

- A minor error in the Preparation Guide about the exam duration was fixed. The improved Preparation Guide is available on the website in the same version.
Business Analysis Foundation Update:

- The Brazilian Portuguese version is completely live.
- For the Dutch version, there are a few minor improvements in both the Sample Exam and the Preparation Guide. They have been updated to a 201707 version.

Business Continuity Management Foundation Update:

- The Spanish Preparation Guide and Sample Exam are available on the website and the exam is live.

CCC Professional Cloud Service Manager Update:

- The Japanese preparation materials are available, the Preparation Guide on the website, the Sample Exam on Partnernet.

DevOps Master Update:

- The Japanese Sample Exam is now available on Partnernet.
- A new version of the Japanese Preparation Guide with some minor changes is available on the website.

EPI Data Centre Management Update:
A new Preparation Guide for Certified Data Centre Professional (CDCP) English is published on the website. This Preparation Guide replaces both the Public and the Partner versions of the former release. The main change is that the subject Operations has been reduced in favor of the subject Facilities.

**EXIN OpenStack Software update:**

- The Japanese versions of the Foundation OpenStack Software materials have been updated to Liberty. The Juno materials will still be available for a short while and then phased out.

**Lean IT Leadership Update:**

- Some minor issues were fixed in the sample exam. A new version has been published on Partnernet.
- A few questions in the Sample Exam have been improved. The new version 201707 is available on Partnernet.

**Privacy & Data Protection Foundation update:**

- The German module is live. The Preparation Guide and Sample Exam are available on the website and the exam can be ordered.
- An improved version of the BTM is available on Partnernet.

**Privacy & Data Protection Practitioner Update:**
The Practical Assignments are available on Partnernet. This means that the package is complete.

**TMap Suite Test Engineer Update:**

- The French Preparation Guide and Sample Exam are available on the website. The exam will follow soon.

**Secure Programming Update:**

- The English Preparation Guide has been published in a new version 201708. The only change is the download link to the Framework Secure Software.

**SIAM™ Foundation Update:**

- The Japanese versions of the materials are available, the Preparation Guide and Sample Exam on the website, and the exam for ordering.
- The German Preparation Guide and Sample Exam of SIAM Foundation are available on the website.
- The French version of the certification is available. Preparation Guide and Sample exam on the website and the exam can be ordered.
- The German certification is complete. Preparation Guide and Sample Exam on the website and the exam can be ordered.

Please remember to check the date in the document name or on the front page of the document, to ensure you have the latest version of the Preparation Material.